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0. tntrduction 
It is wefi known that Steenrod’s cyclic reduced power operations have a more 
general domain of definition than the mod-p cohomoiogy of topological spaces. For 
example, they &so act on the cohomology of commutative Wopf algebras over Zy 
[ 1, 10.8. 13, 141, the cohomology of simpliciai Lie algebras over Zp [ 161, and on 
certain right derived functors 171. In addition, Bousfield’s pension operations [2! 
for left derived functors are ilosety related to dual Steenrod operations. 
The purpose ot this paper is to compute the stable and unstable mod-p right de- 
rived functor algebras of the symmetric algebra functor SPk) = C,,O@‘r(*)/~,, 
(Section 1.3(d)). In the stable case we obtain a universal Steerzrt~d algebra; that is, a 
Wopf algebra \11 of generalized Stcenrod operations with lPrl an independent opers- 
t ion. 
Do,ld (51 studied reduced power operations and extended their definition to the 
category SC of simplicial cocommutative coalgibr8s over 7,. This category provides 
a general setting for t’reating the cohomology groups of simplicial sets, groups, Lie 
algebras. cocommutative Hopf algebras, etc. A significant feature of [S] is that 9 0 
is often not the identity; in fact, for some subcategories of SC it is zero and for others 
it is an independent operation. 
We work in the category CA of cosimplicial commutative algebras over Zp. This 
properly includes Dold’s setting since C E SC implies that p = Hom(C, Zp) E CA. 
Summarizing our results, we 
(I) compute the right derived finctors of SP (cohomology operations for c.4 ) as 
Hopf aIgebras over ‘114 , 
(II) stab&c and retrieve !21 as the stable right derived jir~wtor of SP with the al- 
gebra structure of 511 induced by the rzatural compmitim SYo SP -+ SP aml thv w- 
algebra structure of 9( induced by the nutural pairing SP( 9 is l ) + SP( l ) G SP(- 1. 
* Partially supported by NSF GP 25335. 
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gee several examples, one of which, invot\ring SP, is not obtained from SC by duatir- 
ing. The notion of cc~sinrplicial homotopy is introduced in Section I! alltnvmg the 
classification of cohq.Wology operations for tit by means of SP(K( 2 ,, r’ 
II)* ) in Swtiw 
3. Steenrod operations for c,4 are also defined in Sec‘tion 3. Result (1) 1s given in SCG 
tion 4; an immediate consequence is (11) (Stxtion 5 ). Relations with other Stwtmd 
algebras arc dismsscd in Section 6, and relations with Rousficld’s pensions are g~vcn 
ul Scctim 7. 
The author Nould like to thank A. B~stkld. L,. ken. and L. Cruncnfeldcr for 
helpful sonvcrsatirms. In particular. Bousfield’s paper [ 2; has been very twd. Hrecn 
has recently used tht stable right derived fun&ors rjf SP t(1 compute certain cxtcn- 
sims of representable abciian sheaves. 
J. Cohomology of cosimplicial algebras 
satisfying 
A map $: M, -+ MT of cM is simply a sequence of maps f” : bf;’ 3 My, 02 0, of hf 
which commute with the coface and codegerlcracy operators. 
Let A be the category of commutative algebra!; over ZP and let CA be the category 
of cosimplicial commutative algebras over ZP (defined in a way entirely an&golu to 
CM). The reader will observe that one could equally well have cosimplicial objects 
over any category, in particular all of the results of Sections 1 and 2 are valid for 
unitary modules over a commutative ring. 
and 
Fl = 0 
p = 
n > 0. 
Clearly .V is a functor from GW to the category of cochain complexes over M. The 
wh~wd~qy gn aps of 31 are defined by 
1.3. E:unmplt~s 
Let SC denote the category of simptkial cocorqmutative coalgcbras over 2,. If 
C’e SC, then its dual P E CA, where P” = Hom(C,. Z,., ). 
(a) If X is a simpticial set and Z# is the prolong&on of the free Zp-module 
functor, then ZP X E SC. The coproduct A : ZP X 3 2, X 8 ZP X is defined by 
A(x) = x FT x for x E X, and the counit c : Z, X -+ ZP is given by ~(1 l x) = 1 for 
x E X. In this case H*(Zp X) * = H*(X;Zp), the ordinary cohomotogy of X with 
coefficients in ZP. 
Let s?{ be the category of simplicial cocommutative (ungraded) Hopf algebras 
over Zll (one could also consider the graded case). If W f. SCI, then 6Vf e SC, where 
w is the Eilenberg MacLane functor (15, p. I?--051. 
(b) If G is a simpticial group, then ZP G has the structure of a group algebra in 
each dimension. and so Z, G E sli and FiiZ, G E SC. In this case, “ZP G = ZP WC, 
where the second kF is MacLane’s classifying functor [ 1 11, and so H*( w ZP G b* = 
H* (WC; ). If G is a then G may be 
cohomology . 
(c ) If I_ is a simpliciai restricted Lie algebra over 2,. and UL is the prolongation 
of the universal enveloping algebra functor. then C!I, E SM. The ~ohomology groups 
ofL ;1re taken to be ff* (@LX)* (see [lb]). If f_ is a restricted Lie algebra over 2,. 
then viewing I.+ as a constant simplicial object, N* (@ U+)* = Ex$l_ (2,. Z,). in 
agreement with classical Lie cohomology . 
Since the dual P of a coalgebra C E C is a profinite algebra of A, there are many 
c&l~plkial algebras of cd which do not arise by duality as do (a), (b) and (c) above. 
One important such example is the symmetric algebra: 
(d) IfM is a Z, -module. then SP(M), the qnrrt~ttic algebra on ,&I, is defined by 
SlW, = T(M)),(n-r x J?l’ - m’x m), 
i.e., the tensor algebra r(M) on 141 module the two-sided ideal generated by all 
Irl :a: m’ MZ’ x IN, YN.VZ’ E 31. Clearly, SRM) = X&(,SP”(AT). where SP”(nf) = 
EFr ~41,!J (II), and 3 in) is the symmetric group acting by permuting factors. If 
;4I E c,4l, then the prolongation SP(M) E cd. 
Ixt H be a cosimplicial algebra of cA and let H s R !% R denote the product map. 
Then H*H has the structure of a commutative graded algebra over Z, with (crrp) 
prc~lrrc*t given by 
where tif is the external ct>homology pro l _,&I 112, p. 222 1 and g is the dual Alex- 
ander Whi tncy map 
2. Cosimplicial homotopy and homotopy preserving functors 
By suitably dualizing the notion of simplicial homotopy, we obtain 
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IfM and ,V are cosimplicial modules of CM, then M Y A’ E CM is defined by pro- 
longing the Zp-module tensor product functor. 
Let A0 and At be the standard zero- and one-dimensional simplicial complexes, 
respectively, and let 
be the canonical maps [O]. Let P = (Z,&))* and I = (Zp&))*, and define 
nO, I+ : I -+ P 
g : AI + N of & are said to be (co-simplicially ) homotopic if there is a map 
Et:.~~31ieilFIofcnlsuchthatf=(Ao~N)~handa=(n~g N)oh. 
Since our modules are not necessarily finitely generated, Horn{ l, Zp) does not in- 
duce 3 duality (in the sense of (31) between the homotopy theories of SM and CM 
However, by using 1?orn( 0, Zp) one can tlnd rrarurol formulas which establish an 
equivaknce between the cohomology theory of cochain complexes over M and the 
homotopy theory of c.W. For our purpose we shall or$ need the following result, 
for which we give an explicit proof. 
LCtK(Z ,rt)=Z (SW** = 0 be the simplicial Eilenberg-MacLane complex. and 
let r* E A$! , o)* d!kute the basis element dual to 1 *in (i,, is the non-degenerate 
n-simplex o P the rl-sphere S9’ ). Clearly. 
WK(Zp, 11 I+ = 
I Zp, i-1, 
i 0, i # Il. 
Let 1” denote the generator of IPi K(Zp, /I)* corresponding to in. IfM E CM and x 
is 3 cwycle of fV(Mr, then there is 3 unique cosimplicial map qx : K(Z,, It)* -+ ~$9 
of cM extending P t+ X. 
Roof. Let r* E I denote the element of the dual basis 2orresponding to 7 E Zp(A$ 
SUPP(= 9-K - qY via h : K(Z,,, n)* + M a I; then 
(1) h(i”) = x a(slf(O))* + _v c% (si( 1 ))* f k,, 63 (Sn_, . . . S;,tO, I))* 
+ k, @ (srr_* . . . i,s,,(O,l ))* + . . . f k,l_I “:qI_, . . . S(,(O. I))* 
for some k,. . . . . k,,, f W. LA 
2 := A0 . . 5’ k, + .,. + (-.- 1 ) n-l s”-l k n-l * 
Then z E N(&f~‘l and anor z = y---x. Conversely, given z E N(A!)‘i-l so that Y-j 2 = 
The folIowing result is dual to i&Ad’s theorem 15. Theorem S.bl. 
Proof. Let h : M -+ I 8 A’ be a homotopy off and g. In each dimension 11, (I x .I’)‘” = 
n OE,iI:, where i\z = ;“i” ; moreover. this structure is natural with respect to the c’o- 
face and codegeneracy maps of I and A’. hence there is a map T(t 8 X) + I z+ T(Y) of 
CM which, when composed with T(h) : T(M) + T(I s A?, yields the desired homoropy. 
2.2.2. Remark. The reader will observe that cosimplicial homotopy may be defined 
fc)r cosimphcial objects over any category with proccucts. This is done by anaiogy with 
Kan’s f”] definition of simplicial homotopy for simplicial objects over a category with 
sums. Similarly Proposition . Z 2.1 holds for any category with products. 
3. Cohomdogy operations for CA 
The purpose of this section is to classify the cohornology operations for CA (Sec- 
tion 3.1) and then define Steenrod operatians (Section 3.2 for p = 2, Section 3.3 for 
p odd). 
3.1. Cktssificaticm 
If H is a cosimplicial algebra of c.4 and x E H’%, then by Lemma 2. I. 1 there is a 
map 
qx : K(Zp. n)+ -4 
ufcil such that 
.‘E”(IF,) : kftK(Zp, n)* -+ Ip?B 
satisfies /?‘@&L~) = x, and any two such maps are cosimplicitily homotopic. Let 
ax : SP(K(Zp. ?I)*) 3 B 
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where 6 is the unique CA rnsp extending the identity on R. Thus, by Corollary 2. I.2 
and Proposition X.1, x determmes 3 unique map 
+; : H* SP(K(Zl,,, 11)“) --* If*B. 
kt M E .V and let E(M) denote the tz.yrvrior dgcbra ou M, i.e. E(M) = SP(M)/(m$ 
Let E{M, = \*OD -i=&$V) be the direct sum decomposition i herited from SP(M) = 
z;, SP’(M). 
3.2.1. Lemma. If n ;b 0. fh4)1 H n+i SP2(K(Z2, n)*) = 2, fur 0 G i G n. 
Proof. By inspection, one observes that the cnhomology exact sequence of 
0 + K(Z,. II)* u!-!L SPz(K(Z2, N)*) -E’(K(Z,, II)*, -+ 0 
splits, i.e., 
H+ SP2(K(Z2. n)*) = H+E?(K(Z2, n)*) +% H* K(Z2, n). 
The result follows since H pt’%2(K(Zp, n)*) = Z2.0 < i G n by 115, Sections 4,6]. 
3.2.2. Denote by Sqi(rn) the generator of H*+’ SP2(K(Z2, n)*) and by 
l{+B zy:H*+‘R. BEc.4, 
the cohomology operation given by y r_* Sq’(r” )*y, y E !I’* B. 
3.2.3. In 141, Dold shows that if C is a simplicial co-algebra of SC, then there is a 
(unique up to homotopy) simplicial ZZ-module map!‘. C --, K(Zp n) such that 
W(f) (1”) = x (this is essentially the dual of Lemma 2.1.1). The Steenrod operations 
on X are then defined by the composite (see [4,4.3]) 
” wd 2 CTG>$ $ch(K(Z2, n)) t+~ ch(K(Z2. IN*) - -%h(K(Z,. n) ~59 K(Z2, n))*I d, 
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where cfi is induced from Cattier’s generalization of the Eilenberg- Zilber theorem 
and ch is the functor which assigns to each simpkial module X the unique chain 
complex with cb(X), = X,# and d, = S$,,(-- 1 )‘d,. 
Since 
SP2iK(Z2, n)*) * (KG,, IO a9 KiZ2. Wf d2, 
the map (a+/& ?)o (cf’ef)*/ d*)agrees with (3.1.1) restricted to SPQ(Z,. !I)*). 
Ttmis shows that 3.2.2 agree; with Dold’s definition of Sqi for simplicial coalgebras 
$ CE s@. Moreover, @I ~82 is an epimorphism (4, -.61, and therefore one can extend 
Doid’s definition to CA so as to be compatible with (3.1 .I ). Because of this, the 
Steenrod operations of (3.1.1) satisfy the usual properties 
(3.2.4) 
(3.25) 
Sqi:++H~+i,~,j>O, is a natural homomorphism. 
Sq’u = u2 if i = dim u > 0, 
13.2.6) Sq’u = 0 if i > dim u 2 0, 
(3 “) .C. r Sq’(u l u) = z;=,sq 44 l Sq% (Cartan formula), 
(3.2.8) Sq@ Sqb = =2 -_- ~~$1 (bat2,Q Sqa+b+ Sd. 0 G a < 2b (Adem relations), 
exr:ept that Sq* is not the identity. In fact, Theorem 4.0,1 shows that SqO is an injec- 
tion on H* SP(K&, n)*) and so Sq* and its iterates are independent operations. 
3.2.9. By the (mod 2) urtitlarsal Steenrod algebra 91 WC mean the asswiative algebra 
with unit generated by Sq’, i 2 0, subject o the Adem relations (3.2.8). 
3.3. Steenrod clperuticzns (p odd ). 
We brrcfly describe the changes receded in Section 3.2 for the OBd primes. The 
pkcipal difference is that in -,tidition to the mod-/> reduced powers 
3’ : Hj + Hj+2@-1), i,jao, 
there are also operations 
p 3b i : Hi + ~/+li(p-l), i, j 2 0. 
Both operations are defined in a manner analogous to 3.2.2: Let M E M, and let 
o(M) = SP(M)/(&‘), m E M. Then o(M) = Z,“;OQ’(M)is graded by the grading in- 
herited from W(M). 
J 
3.3.1. Lemma. If tt> 0, then H’ 
[f?+zilp-l )+I 
’ +IlrW ) SPP(K( 2,. m)*) = Zp for 0 G 2i G 11 and 
SPp(K(ZB. n)*) = Zp fi~r 0 G Zi 6 n - i. 
Pkoof. The proof consists of a mod-p variant of Lemma 3 .2. I using the exact sequence 
0 -+ K(Zp, n)* -+ SPP(K(Zp. n)*) 3 Qp(K(Zp, n)*) -+ 0 
and the isomorphism H* QjK(_Z,, n)*) z (H, Zp K(Z,, n))? 
3.3.2. Denote by Yi(t”) the generator of H 
respond with Dold’s definition; see 3 
‘I* W-l ) SPP(K( Zp, n)*) (chosen to car- 
2.3) and by /33’(tf1) the analogous generator of 
ii?!’ zW-t )+I SPJ’(K(Z,. tl r* ). Fmally. denote by 
ff* B __!L Hk?i(p-l) B I H’BLH r+Zi(p-I J+l B, BEcA. 
the cohomology operations given by 7 /-+ ‘#(L”) Q 7 and 7 --) 13 ;P’(c”) l ‘y, rxpectiv- 
ely , for y E IT B. 
When restricted to cz,X)*, X a simplicial set, then 0 5” = fl l 9”: where the 
second /3 is the mltdp Bockstein coboundary operator. As in Section 3.2, the usual 
properties hold: 
(3.3.3) 3’. fl?‘. i 2 0, are natural homomorphisms; 
(3.3.4) 3% = UP if 2i = dim M 2 0; 
(3.3.6) Cart;rn formulae: 
j=O 




+ c I- 
i=O 




(p- Mb--i)-- 1 Dpa+ 









Theorent 40.1 shuws that 3’” is XI independent operation. The relations (3.2.~) 
(ni) ;and (iv) were derived by Epstein (7,W]. They also follow from (ii) an4 (i 1, 
respectively, and the injcctivity of ‘?[I on N* SMK(Zp. II)*). 
3.3.8. By the (mod+) r~niversal Sfuc~& a~qebru !?l we mm the associative algebra 
with unit generated by ;i) i, /I 9’. i 2 0, subject o the Adcm- Epstein relatk?ns (.3,3.~ ). 
4. Computation of W* SP(K( Z!,, lr )*) 
4.0. For e;trh pr,ime p and each i 2 0. !et 
I Sq' ifp = 2. St’=. 3’ ifpX,i= zqp-1). 
I 
PPS ifp > 2, i = zs@-l)+ I, 
0 otherwise. 
For ;f given p, a (possibly vord) sequence of integers I = (i, , . . . . ik) is called admtssible 
if $ a p~&~, 1 6 i < k- 1. The excess of I, denoted u(f), is defined b) 
e(f) = i, -- (p - I)($ + . . . + ik), ef@)= -4. 
By convention 
St’ = Stil . . . sty 
0 C, - aI = identity. 
By A [x,] we mean the f:ce commutative graded Zp-algebra generated by the ele- 
ments x,, Le.., A [x,) is the free asscxiative graded $algcbra generated by the x,‘s 
subject o the relations 
SP(K(Zp. nj*) = $ SP*(R($ n)*), 
r=C) 
Let t” denote the canonic;tl generator of 
H”SPi(K(Z,,, rr)‘) = H*(K(Z,, n)*j = 2,. 
The main resuft of this see tion is: 
WC have stated the theorem for a11 IP because this provides the nlost natural set- 
tmg and dinrinishc(; the diffcrcnces between the c’ascs p = 2 and p > 2. A proof can 
aIs be given in this contest; however, it is more useful in practice to examine the 
t’vcn and odd primes sqxiratcly .
Over the ticld 2,. . 4 [x0 1 = 2, [x, 1, the polynomial algebra generated by the ele- 
ntents .Ta. lknce Thetmnl J.0. I becotncs: 
Roof. This follows iron1 [ 15, Section 6) and the fact that E’(K&, I?)*) * 
(i:“K(Z~, rr))“. 
Let f = z;() i” denote the Z,-divided power algebra functor, as a simplicial dgc- 
bra (but not as ;1 ma&bra), 
M(Z,, rr) = M(Z,, N) 63 EQc(Zp )?)c3 l . . oEgk(Zp ??)43 . . . . 
Thus since SP’(K( Zz, rt)*) * (T”(K(Z,, n))*, we have (by Lerma 4.13: 
where en(j) denotes the gerrerator of Hn E# (K(Z2, n)*) =Z, and .I is an udmissibfe 
sequence of positive Wegers with e(J) < n. 
4.1.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1 .I. We adapt Bousfield’s proof for the left derive 
tors of SY(=e (2,8.14] ). 
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Let c be the natural composition map 
SP’(SP%) -c-+ SP’%. 
where K is a 22moduIe (see Section 5.2). For j 2 2, there is a homomorphism d such 
that the composition 
is an isomorphisrn ( 2, S&l]. Let IN be the multiplication map 
SP% 63 SPSK J!--+ sP*+s K. 
If r f Zi for same i. there is a homomorphism v such that the composition 
yk 
SP% -% SF ii 33 SP ,_zkA’ __?A sp’A’ 
is an isomorphism, where k is the largest power of 2 dividing I (see [ 2.8.141). 
Thus extending c and VI to K(Z2. N)* yields epimorphisms 
M* sp?k(K(z2* rr)‘) 8 NS SP”2k (K:( 22, n)+) 3.4 H+ SP’(K(Z,. )r I+ ), 
ti* sp2 (SPqK(Z,. n)*)) -r*, IQ+ sP2J(K(Z,, N;*). - 
Hence N* W(K(Z2, n)*) is generated under composition and cup product by P and 
the elements of H* SP2(K(Z2. I$)* ). Thus (see Lemma 3.2. I and 32.2) If+ SRK(Z,, rr)+ )
is generated by I” under the cup product and the Steenrt:d operations Sq’, i 2 0. 
Using the Adem relations (see (3.X)) it foll~~ws that, as an algebra, !I+ SP(K(Z2. tt )+) 
is generated by the set of monomials Sq I n, I an :rdmissible sequence of non-negative t 
integers with P(/) < n. The result now follows from Lemma 4. I .3 by a counting argu- 
ment. 
This computation is very 3rmilar to that of Section 4.1,;2nd so we shall sketch the 
proof indicating appropriate changes. Following Section 4.0, express an admissible 
sequence i = (it, . . . . ik ) as / = (c 1, s] , q, s2, . . . . q, s& ), where $ = ?q @- i ) + eJ@ 
ej = 0.1. By convention, 
13@ = identity, ‘9/ +I ‘3s’ ,.. $k 3s”. 
where 
Over the field Zp’ A[x,] = ZJx’+] Q’ k[xJ, the tensor product of the polyno- 
mial and exterior algebras on the elements of even and odd degrees. respectively. 
Hence Theorem 4.0.1 becomes: 
Proof. Since 
5. The universe! Steenrod algebra ‘II as the stable right derived functot of SP 
Hrlving computtzd II* SP(A’( Z,, N)* ) (Themm 4.01 ) WC now stabilim and obtain 
the Ilopf algebra structure ot’ YI . The rcsuhs of this scc‘tirzn are summarized in
Theorem 5 3.1 . 
Stable ~ohomolo~~ groups for SP arc given by 
If* SPfK(Z,)+) = Iip i7”‘*slwzp, n)*), 
where the inveL% limit is taken %ith respect o the Dold---Puppc suspension honw- 
morphism u : If *+I SRK(ZI,, N t I)*) 4% SP(K(Zp, rt)*b 16, S.91. The graded 
group @ SP(K(Zp )*) is jus: the stable right derived functor R* SWZ,) of SP (with ’ 
the unit deleted) considered as a functor from Z,modulcs to Zp-modules [ 6, $9). 
Let SP 0 SP --c-* SP denote the natural composition: for any Zpmodule hf. 
SuCSP(M)) t’--+ SP(M) is the unique algebra map extending the identity SP(M) -+ SP(RT). 
Since u maps decomposable elements of fi* SP(K(Z,, II)+ ) to zero and ~(St~(c’* )) = 
Sti(tnol) for i > 0, it follows from Theorem 4.0.1 that 
!)f = W* SP(K(Z,)*) = R' SP(Z,) 
;1*p 3,s1 . ..f” 3% s.~ps,+l + cj ,‘ s, 20, CJ = 0.1 k, 
I + 
p> 2. 
It is also worth noting that by Theorem 3.0.1, If* SP”( K( Zp )* ) = 0. unless k = 2” 
f31- smc P 3 0, and thus setting !V*’ = If’+’ SP2’(K(Z, )*) dctemkws the strusture 
of $i as a bigraded algebra. 
The diagonal map for 31 is obtained by considering the natural pairing 
SP( l ;e l ) J-4 SPt l ) ST SP( 9 ): for Zp modules M,V, SP(i+I x ,93 JL SP(M s SP{.V) 
1s the uni~~uc algebra map cxtcnding the inclusion M Y 3~’ --* W(M) s St ia n ,. 
Let h : K(Z,, rn) 8 &Zp, ~1) +K$,, m t n) be a homotopy equivalence of 
sitnplicisi Zp-modules. The composition p * SP(h*) 
SP(K(Z,, I?2 + rr)* 1 -spl+f_J-+ SP(K(2,. Fn)* L% h”& It)+) 
is a cd map. Let 
Am*“: H" SP(K(Z,. II? + n)*) -+ H' SP(K(Zp, ~a)*) c+ H* SP(K(Z,. rr)‘) 
denote the induced map of cohornology grouos. Then LS”*ln is a map of $modules 
and A?‘?? +fl(t’““n ) = L’* x I”. Thus usiry ..le Cartan formula (3.X). we have 
AmJ(Sqi,m*“) : d;._. Sq’ l” Qp .Sq1” t”, j>o,p=2, 
Stabilizing these maps yields a homomorphism of graded Zp-modules 
(5.3.1 ) P : Yl * H+ SqK(ZP )*) -+ H' SP(K(Z,)“) GJ He SqK(ZP)+) = 91 8 ‘A 
such that 
wq’) = @_. sq’ @ sqj-( j>O,p = 2, 
A(?‘) = x;=* 3’ 8 yi-‘, i>o,p>2, 
A(@) =Z{._O@jPi~ Ipi-j+ 3% /3rp’-‘, j>O,p>2. 
3lSkIl~e argument for p > 2 is similar but involves signs, 
jiLt E : !!I -+ Z, be the graded ZI,-algebra homomorphism defined by 
C(sq”) = I * c(Sqi) = 0, i > 0, 
C( ;P”) = 1. E(.?‘) = 0, i>O 
if@) = 0, i> 0. 
S.S. Sunlnli2~~ 
5.5.1. Theonm. The urriversal Steenrod algebra 9i is the stable right derived jimctor, 
R+ SP(Z, ), 01 the symmetric algebra jitnctx SP (with the ttnit deleted). Furthermore, 
‘)I is a Hopf’algebra over Z, with product induced by the composition SP Q SP + SP 
(Set t ion 5 .Z ) arld coproduct irtduced by the puirirlg SP( l SC l ) --* Sp( l ) k SP( l ) 
(Section 5.3). 
6. Relations with other Steenrod algebras 
In this section we examine two subcategories of cA and obtain quotients of the 
universal Steenrod algebra for which r;PO = 1 (SqO = 1) and ?” = 0 (Sq” = 0). respect- 
ively . 
6.1.1. Ptopmition. The cmitnpiicial Hc jpf algdwa map 
Since H is natural. O* crmrnutes with the suspension homomorp~rism. hence 
stabking 6* wc have a map of Hopf algebras wcr Zp 
(6.12) 0: !!I 3 A. 
where +$l= If* SP(K(Zp )*) and A = H* f?(&Z,)*) is the ordinary Steenrod algebra 
for topological spaces. tt follows from Proposition 61.1 that 0 is defined 011 the 
gmmfors of 91 by 63(/F ps) = of * Ys, c = 0.1, s 2 0 (WSq’) = Sq’, i 2 0). Thus 
W( ;Pfi -. I ) =A, p> 2, 
“II/‘(Scj”- 1) *=A, p = 2. 
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Let c.4n be the full suhcatcgot?; of CA consisting of msirnplicia? algebras 11 for 
which )J1 = 0 for 3 E J(b), where .&!I) = sc,ker17:~(~~,O)‘R(f7=unit ofHj.The 
pnnc~pal examples of such algebras are ( Ul. )* (or ( k’CJL)*) for simplicial restricted 
Lie 3lgchras L over 2 (see Esamplc 1.3 (c 1). 
Let BE CA,+ s E PH. and let 4,: SP(K(ZP, II)*) -+ B be the (unique up to homo- Y 
topy) map of c4 such that ct$(~‘) = x (see Section 3.1). Then drx factors uniquely, 
SpIK(ZP. It)*) .-“*x ---$I 
\ r 
whcrc Q(M) = S~Jf)/(rn~), nl E M (see .Section 3.3 ). for my Zp-module M, . and $ 
is the natural projection. Thus the pritwty ct,homdg_s opwatims ofcAc, urc’ classi- 
/id b_v if* V(K(ZP. rr)*). As +modules H* Q(K(ZP. n)*) = H* R(K($ n)*) (see 
the proof of Theorem 42.1). 
Ld’+B=cukerq +:Z,-+H*H.Sincey 
tion of P 0 (see Lemma 3 
p = 0 f’or 7 EJ(Q(K(ZPV n)*), the de&& 
2.1 and 32.2) shows that jPO = 0 (Sq* = 0) for zV3, 
BEcAg. 
Anal~gws to Proposition 6.1 .f we have: 
62.1. hposition. The msimplkial Hopfalgebta map 
n > 0, irrduces un epimtphism 
$* : H+ SP(K(ZP, a)‘) + H* Q(K(Z/,, n)+) 
of bpf algebras met % detetmined by $*(r”) = in. In patrictrlur, 
$+( 3%“) = 9 . $ ysq%“) = 0. 
Stabilizing we obtain a Z#gebra map 
(6.22) w w+ a 
where 91= H+ SP(K(Zp)+j and A, = H* Q(K&)*) is the Steenrod algebra for s&t- 
plicial restricted tie algebras over ZP (see [M]). A natural description is obtained 
using (6. &. L 7 ‘) which shows directly that q induces isomorphisms 
‘1(/(?*)*n,, 02, 
$1 /(Sq*) = A,. p= 2. 
‘III~~, althuugh A is still an algebra h~~momorphism. it does not give A,, the strwtuw 
of 11 Htrpf algebra with wunit (xc f 16, 7.61). 
7. Relations with Bousfwld’s pensions 
0.1) Ry TK(z,. t?) .s Xq+l Tk’( i$,, j + II) 
for txh y, II 2 0. These opcwtiuns arc ~siied pe~~siom and mzlude the 1’9old h~ppe 
suspension horn~,!laorphlsm by wt tmg cL = I,, the fundamental ~13s~. ‘Ilw pensicrns of 
(7. I ) are obtained by considering 
*7r ,+* TKiZ,, j + FJ). 
Lc: A* denote the ZP graded dual of the Steenrod algebra for topological u~xxs. 
ThenA” - x+ ZP _KcZ, ), and by stabilizing the penswns one obtains an 10 *-module 
strwturis on n* TK(Z,) = lip 77*,,, TK(Zp, PJ), 
” 
A” @ ti,,t 7.L(Zp)%re TK(Z,). 
I”(K(Z,, j) s K(Z,, 11)). 
where \;I : SP’(K(Z,. i)*) -+ Q(K(ZP, i)*) is the natural projection of Section 6.2 and 
p: SP’(K(Zp, j)* t+ K(Zp, rl)*) -+ Sp”K(Z/,,, j)*, 5 SF’(K(Z,, n)*j 
is the natural pairing of Section 5.3. Upon stabilizing. the result now follows from 
the definitions of A and (4. 
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